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1. Report from COMNAP
The Council of Managers of National Antarctic Programs (COMNAP) held its thirty-first
annual meeting (AGM) in Plovdiv, Bulgaria, from 29–31 July 2019, hosted by Bulgaria’s
National Antarctic Program-the Bulgarian Antarctic Institute and the Ministry of Education
and Science of the Republic of Bulgaria. The AGM was attended by representatives from all
thirty COMNAP Member organisations (see COMNAP Members for full list). Observers from
the national Antarctic programs of Canada, Malaysia, Portugal, Switzerland and Turkey also
attended. Other Expert Observers from the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research
(SCAR), the Antarctic Treaty Secretariat, the Committee for Environmental Protection (CEP)
and the International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators (IAATO) attended various
portions of the meeting. It was the largest COMNAP AGM and associated meetings held,
with 240 participants.
Members engaged in lively discussions and exchanged pre-season information for Antarctic
research season 2019–2020. The COMNAP Safety Expert Group held a workgroup
discussion on the topic of Antarctic aviation and presented the key outcomes of the
COMNAP Antarctic Search and Rescue (SAR) Workshop IV held in New Zealand in May
2019. There was also information shared on upcoming plans for modernization of several
Antarctic facilities with the AGM agreeing to share more information on modernization. The
Air Operations Expert Group presented the outcomes of the ATCM XLII focused
discussion on aviation and noted the request to COMNAP to provide advice back to ATCM
XLIII to assist ATCM decision-making. COMNAP accepted the offer by the Australian
Antarctic Division to host the COMNAP-convened Antarctic Aviation Workshop in Hobart in
July 2020. IAATO has been asked to participate in the workshop and will send a delegation.
Invited Guest Speaker David Blake gave a keynote presentation as part of the Advancing
Critical Technologies Expert Group session on recent innovation in battery technologies,
while other experts presented tools available to vessel operations, and to science activity, in
regards to understanding sea ice extent. Information was presented on fuel saving at
Antarctic stations, on technologies being used to run science equipment autonomously over
winter and on methodologies to quantify CO2 outputs from national Antarctic program
activities. Continuing implementation of energy efficiency practices and technologies at
research stations was a key message to all COMNAP members.
The Joint Expert Group on Human Biology and Medicine met to review last season’s
medivacs, medical events, cases of interest, and seasonal challenges, and to share lessons
learned from those to ensure efficient and effective response to medical events.
The final morning of the AGM was devoted to the Education, Outreach & Training Expert
Group who held a half-day Workshop on “Communicating the importance of our Antarctic
activity”. The open workshop was well attended and included presentations from nine
national Antarctic programs, highlighting the work those programs undertake with schools,
teachers and the public.
The IAATO Delegation consisted of:
Lisa Kelley – IAATO Head of Operations
Nick Lewis – Antarctic Logistics and Expeditions
Mike Sharp – Antarctic Logistics and Expeditions
Sune Tamm – Arctic Trucks
Patrick Woodhead – White Desert

Patrick Woodhead of White Desert was asked to give a presentation to the
Droningmaudland Group on Non-governmental activities in the Droningmaudland region.
Sune Tamm from Arctic Trucks gave a presentation to the safety group on the ground
penetrating radar (GPR) symposium Arctic Trucks hosted in Iceland in June.
During the annual dinner, IAATO also had the pleasure of announcing the recipients of the
IAATO COMNAP Fellowships, Martina Mascioni and Daniela Cajiao Vargas.

2. Ushuaia Port Congestion (also sent via email August 16, 2019)
The IAATO Marine Committee would like to make IAATO Members aware of the heavy congestion
days in Ushuaia. These are days when the number of vessels exceeds the berthing spaces on the
pier. In the attached spreadsheet, you can see the heavily congested days highlighted in yellow. For
those affected by this congestion, the Marine Committee recommends you reach out to your shipping
agents to look for solutions, so turn arounds go as smoothly as possible.
The Antarctic Gateway Committee is also working hard to look at the gateway ports strategically, as it
is not only Ushuaia who will continue to feel the congestion, but Punta Arenas and Puerto Williams as
well. In order to make data driven decisions, the most accurate information is needed.
To assist with this, please could you do the following:
1. Enter Puerto Williams and/or Stanley port calls into the ship scheduler - even if it is just for fuelling.
2. Enter your core expedition data for the 2020-21 season into the database.

Attachment:
Ushuaia Port Information 2019 2020

3. New vessels and RedPort
A reminder: All IAATO category 1,2 and Cruise Only vessels must be equipped with a
RedPort Tracking system. If you have not already installed RedPort onto your vessel please
be in touch with Jonathan Selby (Jon@xaxero.com) as soon as possible to arrange an
appropriate time to have it installed. It is important to give sufficient planning and equipment
acquisition time to this process, please do not leave it to the last minute.

4. Helicopters on COMNAP Asset Tracking System (CATS)
During the recent Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, as well as a meeting with the
National Science Foundation (NSF) the concern about the increase of non-governmental
helicopter use, particularly on the Peninsula, was raised. The Treaty Parties are relieved the
Helicopter Working Group and Field Operations Committee are working on creating Draft
Helicopter guidelines to be trialled in the 2019-20 Antarctic season, and they look forward to
seeing IAATO’s progress ahead of the season.
At the COMNAP SAR workshop in May, as well as at the annual COMNAP Meeting in July,
enhancing safety and communication, particularly with regards to rotary and fixed wing
aircraft, was a prevalent topic.
IAATO Deep Field Operators have committed to having their aircraft tracked via CATS
(COMNAP Asset Tracking System - COMNAP’s version of RedPort). It would be a fantastic
show of solidarity and commitment to safety if all IAATO aircraft would be tracked via CATS
during the 2019-20 season. The CATS system is able to draw positions from most factory
installed tracking systems, and connecting to CATS should be a relatively simple matter of
connecting Operators with the CATS administrator so you can start the process of
coordination.
If you are Operating helicopters or fixed wing aircraft during the 2019/20 season:
Please let Lisa (lkelley@iaato.org) know and she will make the necessary
communication connections with the CATS Administrators.

5. EIES Information Export from the Database
In order to fulfil their information exchange requirements, competent authorities need to
submit pre-season and post-season information about the expeditions they authorise/permit.
To assist IAATO Operators with delivering this information, IAATO has a specific export

which supplies the needed information in the correct format for upload into the Antarctic
Treaty System database.
Please make sure you export this information for your Competent Authority. Follow these
steps to do so:
1. Login to the IAATO Database
2. Select your Expedition List
3. Hit the ATS EIES button – this exports the correctly formatted information excel sheet
4. Send the excel sheet to your Competent Authority

6. Treaty Requirements for medical evacuations and DAP (Aero
Rescate) Air Rescue from King George Island
Treaty Recommendation XVIII-1 obligates organizers and operators going to the Antarctic to
be self-sufficient. Procedures to assist IAATO-member passenger vessels in the Antarctic in
the event of critically sick or injured passengers are designed to facilitate self-sufficiency. For
more information on IAATO’s Medical and Emergency Procedures, please visit the FOM
here.
Currently the only medevac provider from King George Island is DAP. DAP have stated that
they will only be able to offer medical evacuation services (with gurney capabilities and
medical staff) from King George Island to members of their medical evacuation club. For
more information on this club, please refer to the following site: https://dapairline.com/en/airrescue/.
Depending on the medical assistance required it may be possible to evacuate a guest on a
regularly scheduled DAP flight, but this would be a regular seat, without medical personnel,
and on a space available basis.

7. Transport Requests
IAATO has been contacted by several National Parties and Scientists asking for transport to
bases and/or field sites for this season. Please see the below requests. If you are able to
offer assistance, contact Lisa (lkelley@iaato.org).
i. NAP: Chilean National Antarctic Program (INACH)
How Many: Four Scientists.
When: Late November/Early December 2019
Where: preferably Nelson Island, but Frei may work as well.
ii. NAP: Ukranian Antarctic Program
How Many: Three Station Personnel
When: Early – Mid March
Where: Vernadsky Station

IAATO does expect other requests as the season continues and we will convey these
accordingly.

8. Online Assessment Updates
The IAATO 2019-20 Online Assessment launched on August 5.
i. 300 assessments taken in the first two weeks (this includes the practice option);
ii. 30 staff passed already – 6 of those passed the platform for ship officers/crew;
iii. All platforms are working well, no technical issues so far.

Remember, the Online Assessment taker need to have access to the FOM. This requires a
login for the website. If you find that your staff member(s) do not have access, please fill out
the attached Excel sheet and send back to Erin Delaney (edelaney@iaato.org), who will set
up new accounts.
Attachments:
Helpful Hints for the IAATO Online Assessment 2019-20

9. FOM Sync App v4
The FOM Sync App is the tool IAATO members can use to download the IAATO FOM onto
their computers. This is not to be confused with the IAATO Polar Guide App which is
available for iOS and Android Platforms, and only contains publicly available documents.
The FOM Sync App v4 allows IAATO members to electronically access and download the
most up to date files from the FOM. The FOM Sync App v4 allows users to search the FOM
for specific documents and/or contents within a document. If at any time during the year a
new document is added to the FOM, sync the App and the new document will download
automatically. Note: After the initial download the App will only download new documents,
not the entire FOM.
This is the IAATO App which can be downloaded directly from within the Field Staff section
of the IAATO website. You can download the App into a folder of your choice on your
computer.
To download FOM Sync App v4, use links below based on your computer.
MAC:
https://softwarethinkingbrasouth.blob.core.windows.net/dist/iaato/fom/FOMSync.MAC.zip
For MAC users, please move FOM Sync App download from the downloads folder to a
different folder (ie. Documents or Desktop) before launching.
WIN:
https://softwarethinkingbrasouth.blob.core.windows.net/dist/iaato/fom/FOMSync.Win.exe.zip
1) The new version of the FOM Sync App v4 now has Search function:
a. The FOM Sync App has been moved to a new platform, allowing documents to be
searched by name and/or by contents. Please delete FOM Sync v3 from last year
and download the new version FOM Sync v4 following the instructions.
b. Recognizing last year’s complications while downloading PowerPoint documents
via the computer app, FOM Sync App v4 no longer has the IAATO PPT Briefings
available for download. The PPT briefings and animations can be downloaded
directly from the IAATO website, and can be found on the Flash Drives delivered to
the ships.
The FOM is a living document and relies on your feedback and input. The IAATO Secretariat
is here to assist you with any queries or issues. Please do not hesitate to get in touch; we
are here to help and support you. For feedback on the FOM please contact IAATO
Operations operations@iaato.org.

10. IAATO Polar Guide App
The IAATO Polar Guide App (iOS and Android) is designed to enable users to stay
appraised with the latest Antarctic Treaty, International Maritime Organisation (IMO) and
IAATO vessel information. It facilitates support of Antarctic science and conservation; and
aims to enhance visitors’ experience in Antarctica by highlighting selected citizen science
projects. Users can quickly refer to essential information in order to meet all IAATO and
Antarctic Treaty System requirements for safe and principled operations on and around the
white continent.
We hope the app is both valuable for IAATO expedition staff in the field and a helpful
resource for anyone, especially guests, who are keen to learn more about Antarctica, the
Antarctic Treaty and the work being done to preserve the continent’s extraordinary
landscape and wildlife. Constructive feedback on the App is appreciated: please
email operations@iaato.org

From all of us at the IAATO Secretariat:
Terry, Amanda, Cody, Colleen, Erin, Hayley, Janeen, and Lisa
iaato@iaato.org

